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NATIONAL FFA WEEK

#FFAWEEK@NationalFFA

February 20-27, 2021

YOUR IMPACT COUNTS!
Results from 2020 FFA National Days of Service.

During the 93rd National FFA Convention & Expo, FFA members put their leadership into action to serve their 
communities. Chapters across the country sewed masks, collected nonperishable food and cleaned up their 
communities. Check out the impacts and get inspired to serve in February, in honor of National FFA Week.

FFA VISION FFA provides the next generation of leaders who will change the world.

FFA MISSION FFA makes a positive difference in the lives of students by developing their potential for premier leadership, 
personal growth and career success through agricultural education. 

THE AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION MISSION Agricultural education prepares students for successful careers and a lifetime of 
informed choices in the global agriculture, food, fiber and natural resources systems. 

The National FFA Organization is a resource and support organization that does not select, control, or supervise state association, 
local chapter or individual member activities. Educational materials are developed by FFA in cooperation with the U.S. 
Department of Education as a service to state and local agricultural education agencies. 

The National FFA Organization affirms its belief in the value of all human beings and seeks diversity in its membership, leadership 
and staff as an equal opportunity employer. 

©NATIONAL FFA ORGANIZATION 2021 The letters “FFA,” the FFA emblem, Future Farmers of America and Forever Blue are 
registered trademarks of the National FFA Organization and cannot be used without permission.
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TRACTOR SUPPLY
Tractor Supply is committed to supporting FFA members in their interest in 
agriculture, leadership and service.  Tractor Supply is proud to support the Living to 
Serve Platform that provides grants to support FFA chapters in meeting community 
needs. Local Tractor Supply stores are dedicated to serving the community and are 
honored to support FFA members doing similar work for the good of others. 

To follow Tractor Supply’s partnership with FFA, visit TractorSupply.com/FFA  
or follow us.

CARGILL
Cargill is committed to the communities where we live and work. We invest in,  
engage with and respect cultures while promoting sustainable and responsible 
economic development promote stable communities.  By supporting the Living 
to Serve Platform, Cargill is investing in local FFA chapters who are making positive 
impacts in their communities through service. 

To find out more about how Cargill gives back visit cargill.com/about/community-
engagement or follow us.

COBANK
As a mission-based cooperative lender and member of the Farm Credit System, 
CoBank is committed to serving as a good corporate citizen. The bank is an active 
supporter of causes and programs that support people and communities across rural 
America. That commitment to service is something we share with FFA and one of the 
reasons we are so proud to sponsor the Living to Serve Platform. 

To find out more about how #CoBankGivesBack visit their website at CoBank.com  
or follow on social media.

http://www.tractorsupply.com/FFA
www.cargill.com/about/community-engagement
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/CoBankGivesBack/
http://www.cobank.com
https://www.instagram.com/tractorsupply/?hl=en
https://twitter.com/TractorSupply
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To determine how you can best serve,  
you must find out what your community needs most. 

DETERMINE COMMUNITY NEED

CHOOSE YOUR PROJECT

Once your service project has been chosen,  
develop a carefully-thought-out action plan.

CRAFT YOUR MISSION STATEMENT

DEVELOP SMART GOALS

CONSTRUCT YOUR PROJECT TIMELINE

SET YOUR PROMOTION PLAN

Put your plan into action and serve your community. 

REVIEW THE PROJECT CHECKLIST

Throughout the project, track your progress and gather results. 

REFLECT ON YOUR EXPERIENCES

TELL YOUR STORY BY SHARING YOUR IMPACTS
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To determine how you can best serve, you must find out what your community 
needs. By investigating issues facing your community and  

what causes those issues, you ensure you maximize your project’s impact.

		 WALK. Take a walk around the community, recording observations of what is seen, heard, etc. 

		 MEDIA SEARCH. Scan newspapers or social media, listen to radio or TV reports for information  
about the community. 

		 INTERVIEW. Interview various community members to determine ideas for service projects  
and roles they could play. 

INVESTIGATE

FFA WEEK NATIONAL DAYS OF SERVICE 2021 1
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Determine the community need.
Community issues can be complicated and need to be investigated. Choose one or more investigation  
methods to identify your community needs. Ask questions and create an assets/needs list for your community. 

ASSETS NEEDS
Good, positive resources in the community. Issues that need to be improved or developed.

Choose one of the needs from the list above that your chapter would like to address through service:

Who can you interview that would know about this need? 

1.  

2. 

3. 

What questions will you ask? 

1. 

2. 

3. 

FFA WEEK NATIONAL DAYS OF SERVICE 2021 2
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Choose your project.
Now is the time to choose your chapter’s project. As a chapter, review the information collected on the 
community need you identified. Answer the following questions to make sure your chapter chooses a service 
project that is meaningful, achievable and impactful. Don’t forget to transfer your chapter’s service project to  
your FFA National Days of Service Action Plan!

We will address this need:

By completing this project:

How much time do we have to complete the project on the day of the event?

Do we have enough time to plan and execute the service project?

Does the project meet COVID-19 safety guidelines?

What are your chapter’s strengths to help support the project?

Will the project have a positive and visible impact on the community?

How will we measure and track project impacts?

Will we need funds to complete this project?

YES  NO

YES  NO

FFA WEEK NATIONAL DAYS OF SERVICE 2021 3
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ASSEMBLE AND DISTRIBUTE 
ACTIVITY KITS

HOST A  
BLOOD DRIVE

HOST A SPECIALTY  
RECYCLABLES DRIVE

GLEAN LOCAL  
GARDENS AND FARMS

HOLD A COMMUNITY 
CLEANUP

ORGANIZE A 
FOOD DRIVE

COLLECT OR MAKE  
MASKS TO DONATE

ORGANIZE A  
BOOK DRIVE
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ARE YOUR GOALS SMART?
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Once your service project has been chosen, your chapter must develop  
a carefully-thought-out action plan. This includes what needs to be done,  

who will do the work and when tasks should be completed. 

		 SPECIFIC. Who? What Where? When How? 

		 MEASURABLE. How can we measure progress?

		 ACTION-ORIENTED. Does it outline what we have to do?

		 REALISTIC. Can we get it done in the timeframe?

		 TIME-BOUND. When will we accomplish this?

PLAN

FFA WEEK NATIONAL DAYS OF SERVICE 2021 5
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Craft your mission statement.
When planning a service project, it is very easy to become activity-driven, focused on the tasks at hand rather 
than the overall outcome. Therefore, the first part of the plan that you need to accomplish is to develop a 
mission statement.

Start the planning process by working together to create a mission statement that keeps everyone focused  
on the project’s purpose and can be shared with others. 

Your mission statement may look like this.

Finalize your mission statement here.

EXAMPLE: Community Safety: Host a Blood Drive 
Sample FFA will work together to host a community blood drive,  
which will address the blood shortage nationwide and help to  
provide the much-needed resource.

EXAMPLE: Community Engagement: Activity Kits for Senior Citizens  
Sample FFA will work together to assemble activity kits for senior  
citizens, which will provide enjoyment and help them remain  
mentally and physically active.

Find more project examples in the FFA National Days of Service Action Plans.

Tip:

Don’t forget to transfer your 
mission statement to your 

FFA National Days of Service 
Action Plan!

     will work together to      , 

which will          and help to 

               .

Your FFA chapter name

result / outcome you expect

how individuals or the community will benefit

statement of action / service

FFA WEEK NATIONAL DAYS OF SERVICE 2021 6
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Develop SMART goals.
Now you need to get specific on the goals that you would like to accomplish. SMART goals will guide planning 
and provide a way to measure impact. With the project’s mission in mind, think about how your chapter will 
determine success. Be sure to include at least one outcome that measures the benefit to the community.

SMART GOALS ARE:

SPECIFIC Who? What? Where? When? How?

MEASURABLE How can we measure progress?

ACTION-ORIENTED Does it outline what we have to do?

REALISTIC Can we get it done in the timeframe?

TIME-BOUND When will we accomplish this?

Using the information you brainstormed above, now turn that into your project’s SMART goal. See examples below.

EXAMPLE: Community Engagement – Activity Kits for Seniors  
Seventy activity kits will be assembled and distributed by Oct. 27.

EXAMPLE: Community Safety – Host a Blood Drive 
Fifty blood donations will be collected by Feb. 27.

Our SMART goal is:

Tip:

Don’t forget to transfer 
your final goals to your FFA 

National Days of Service 
Action Plan!

FFA WEEK NATIONAL DAYS OF SERVICE 2021 7
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Also keep these other things in mind to measure success.

How many FFA members will participate?

How many additional community partners/volunteers will be needed?

How many people will be impacted?

FFA WEEK NATIONAL DAYS OF SERVICE 2021 8
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Construct your project timeline.
Now it is time to figure out the details to make your chapter’s project a success. Based on your chapter’s size, 
you may need to create smaller work groups/subcommittees to complete the planning process. Complete this 

section directly in your chapter’s FFA National Days of Service Action Plan.     
     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

WHO? WHAT? WHEN?
Person

Responsible
Major  
Tasks

Materials &  
Supplies

Quantity  
Needed

Funding 
Needed

Due  
Date

Tip:

Who will take the lead on this 
task? This may include individuals 
or small groups of FFA members, 
the advisor, alumni or other 
community partners. 

What tasks MUST be completed 
to ensure the chapter meets their 
goals? 

Tip:

What materials and supplies need to be secured  
to complete the outlined tasks?

What quantity of each item is needed?

What funding is needed to acquire this item? This may 
include recruiting community partners who can donate 
items to the project or looking for grants such as the 
FFA Day of Service Mini-Grant, to help offset costs. 

Tip:

When 
must 
this task 
be com-
pleted? 

FFA WEEK NATIONAL DAYS OF SERVICE 2021 9
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Set your promotion plan.
TELL YOUR STORY. Communication is an important piece of your service project to gain support, share impacts 
and inspire others to take action. The more times the message is heard and seen, the better. National FFA 
has drafted several promotional materials to help chapters tell their story. They can be found in the appendix. 
Remember, a picture is worth a thousand words, so be sure to include photos or a video when possible.

BEFORE YOUR EVENT DURING YOUR EVENT AFTER YOUR EVENT
• Who needs to know about  

the project?
• Do you need to recruit 

volunteers and community 
partners? 

• Document your preparation 
with photos and report out  
on social media.

• Be sure to use #LivingToServe 
and #FFAWeek.

• Use social media to alert 
followers that today is the day!

• Document the event with 
photos and, if possible, video.

• Be sure to use #LivingToServe 
and #FFAWeek.

• Send a post-event release with 
photos to your local newspaper 
and any local newsletters. 
Include impacts on the project.

• Thank everyone who helped 
make your project a success. 

• Be sure to use #LivingToServe 
and #FFAWeek.

Tip:

 Social media is an  
excellent tool to reach  

a diverse audience.

Tip:

Don’t forget to complete 
the promotion plan in your 

FFA National Days of Service 
Action Plan!

FFA WEEK NATIONAL DAYS OF SERVICE 2021 10
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COVID-19 SAFETY GUIDELINES
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SERVE

Put your plan into action and serve your community!

We are committed to the health and safety of everyone involved with the FFA National Days of 
Service. Please consider these safety guidelines when planning and hosting your service event.

		 Stay home if you feel sick or if you’ve recently had close contact with someone who is sick.

		 Follow local guidelines and orders.

		 Avoid creating groups or mass gatherings of people.

		 Maintain a social distance of six feet between other volunteers/people.

		 Wash your hands frequently with soap and water.

		 Use soap and water or disinfectant sprays to clean frequently touched surfaces.

		 When delivering items, place items at the door and maintain social distance.

		 Follow guidelines and updates from public health departments.

SERVE

FFA WEEK NATIONAL DAYS OF SERVICE 2021 11
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AFTER SERVING

BEFORE SERVING

WHILE SERVING
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Double check your checklist.
Think you are ready to serve? Have you considered these?

		 Let the community know about your project. 

		 Contact and invite the media. 

		 Make sure everyone knows what is expected of them. 

		 Brainstorm problems that may occur and how you will address them. 

		 Arrive early to ensure everything is ready to go. 

		 Wear items (T-shirts, etc.,) to let others know you are a part of FFA.

		 Meet with the planning team to review the schedule. 

		 Distribute a list of contact numbers to your group so that everyone knows who to contact  
if something goes wrong. 

		 Coordinate the check-in of FFA members and volunteers.

		 Manage FFA members and volunteers throughout the event. 

		 Provide a welcome and kickoff for everyone. 

		 Monitor the schedule to stay on track. 

		 Close out the event/workday(s). 

		 Interact and get to know the people you are serving or those serving with you. 

		 Acknowledge and thank volunteers, community partners and the service site. 

		 Take pictures or video to document progress. HAVE FUN! 

		 Recognize volunteers, community partners, the service site or anyone else who helped  
make your project a success. 
EXAMPLE: Send thank you notes. 

		 Evaluate the success of the project.

FFA WEEK NATIONAL DAYS OF SERVICE 2021 12
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SHARE YOUR SUCCESS
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Throughout the project, track your progress and gather results.  
When the project is complete, showcase your impacts, celebrate  

meeting your goals and recognize partners.

		 TAKE GREAT PICTURES. Document the chapter’s work by taking photos. Take action shots,  
but make sure people are looking at the camera and remember to wear FFA gear.

		 SOCIAL MEDIA. Use the FFA National Days of Service impact template to share your  
project’s outcomes. Be sure to include #LivingToServe and #FFAWeek.

		 GET HIGHLIGHTED. Complete your service project and submit impacts and your chapter  
could be highlighted! 

EVALUATE

FFA WEEK NATIONAL DAYS OF SERVICE 2021 13
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AFTER THE PROJECT, ASK…

DURING THE PROJECT, ASK…
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Reflect on your experiences.
Throughout the project, reflect on the progress toward meeting your goals and gather results. 

Are we on track to meet our goals?

If not, what steps should we take to make sure we meet our goals?

Did we meet the goals we set for the project?

What went well with the project that we would keep the same if we did it again?

What would we change about the project if we did it again?

YES  NO

YES  NO

FFA WEEK NATIONAL DAYS OF SERVICE 2021 14
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NATIONAL DAYS  
OF SERVICE

FFA MEMBERS VOLUNTEERED HOURS

IN ECONOMIC IMPACT

100 760
$20,672

MAINE

MOOSELOOKMEGUNTIC  
COUNTY FFA

AND PROVIDED 87 CHILDREN WITH BACKPACKS AND  
SCHOOL SUPPLIES FOR THE SCHOOL YEAR.
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Tell your story by sharing your impacts.
Use the FFA National Days of Service Impact template to share your chapter’s project impacts through social media. 

1. Insert your chapter name and state.

2. Insert number of FFA members who participated in the service event

3. Insert total number of volunteer hours. In addition to FFA members, this may include hours served by  
by your advisor and other adults. Calculate this number by multiplying the average hours each person 
volunteered by the total number of volunteers.

4. Insert the economic impact of your project. Calculate this number by multiplying the total number  
of volunteer hours by $27.20, which is the estimated value of volunteer time per hour. 

5. Insert the result of your project’s SMART goal.  
EXAMPLE: provided 87 children with backpacks and school supplies for the school year. 

XAverage Volunteer Hours Per Person Total Number of Volunteers Total Volunteer Hours

Average Volunteer Hours Per Person Total Number of Volunteers Total Volunteer Hours

X   $27.20   =Total Volunteer Hours Economic Impact of Your Project

Total Volunteer Hours Economic Impact of Your Project

=

FFA WEEK NATIONAL DAYS OF SERVICE 2021 15
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Once your chapter has investigated a community need and a project has 
been chosen, it is time to develop your detailed action plan. Use the following 

Service Action Plans to create and track your project timeline and promotional 
plan for your chapter’s FFA National Days of Service event. 

		 NEED SOME INSPIRATION?  In addition to a blank action plan, we’ve included prefilled templates. 
You will find two project ideas for each focus area. 

		 NOTHING IS TOO SMALL. No act of service is too small! The important thing is that your chapter 
takes ACTION and SERVES your community.

		 STAY SAFE. Be sure to follow COVID-19 safety guidelines when planning your FFA National Days  
of Service event.

ACTION PLANS

FFA WEEK NATIONAL DAYS OF SERVICE 2021 16
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CHAPTER NAME:

EVENT TITLE:

EVENT DATE:

COMMUNITY NEED:

MISSION STATEMENT:

SMART GOAL(S):

PROJECT TIMELINE:

WHO? WHAT? WHEN?
Person

Responsible
Major  
Tasks

Materials &  
Supplies

Quantity  
Needed

Funding 
Needed

Due  
Date

FFA WEEK NATIONAL DAYS OF SERVICE 2021 ACTION PLAN
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CHAPTER NAME:

EVENT TITLE:

EVENT DATE:

PROMOTION PLAN:

Person
Responsible

Due 
Date

Media Type(s) 
(e.g., newspaper, social, radio, etc.) Message Language

BEFORE 
PROJECT

DURING
PROJECT

AFTER 
PROJECT

FFA WEEK NATIONAL DAYS OF SERVICE 2021 ACTION PLAN
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CHAPTER NAME:

EVENT TITLE:

EVENT DATE:

COMMUNITY NEED:

MISSION STATEMENT:

SMART GOAL(S):

PROJECT TIMELINE:

WHO? WHAT? WHEN?
Person

Responsible
Major  
Tasks

Materials &  
Supplies

Quantity  
Needed

Funding 
Needed

Due  
Date
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CHAPTER NAME:

EVENT TITLE:

EVENT DATE:

PROMOTION PLAN:

Person
Responsible

Due 
Date

Media Type(s) 
(e.g., newspaper, social, radio, etc.) Message Language

BEFORE 
PROJECT

DURING
PROJECT

AFTER 
PROJECT
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CHAPTER NAME:

EVENT TITLE:

EVENT DATE:

COMMUNITY NEED:

MISSION STATEMENT:

SMART GOAL(S):

PROJECT TIMELINE:

WHO? WHAT? WHEN?
Person

Responsible
Major  
Tasks

Materials &  
Supplies

Quantity  
Needed

Funding 
Needed

Due  
Date
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CHAPTER NAME:

EVENT TITLE:

EVENT DATE:

PROMOTION PLAN:

Person
Responsible

Due 
Date

Media Type(s) 
(e.g., newspaper, social, radio, etc.) Message Language

BEFORE 
PROJECT

DURING
PROJECT

AFTER 
PROJECT
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PROJECT TIMELINE:
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CHAPTER NAME:

EVENT TITLE:

EVENT DATE:

PROMOTION PLAN:

Person
Responsible

Due 
Date

Media Type(s) 
(e.g., newspaper, social, radio, etc.) Message Language

BEFORE 
PROJECT

DURING
PROJECT

AFTER 
PROJECT
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PROJECT TIMELINE:
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CHAPTER NAME:

EVENT TITLE:

EVENT DATE:

PROMOTION PLAN:

Person
Responsible

Due 
Date

Media Type(s) 
(e.g., newspaper, social, radio, etc.) Message Language

BEFORE 
PROJECT

DURING
PROJECT

AFTER 
PROJECT
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CHAPTER NAME:

EVENT TITLE:

EVENT DATE:

PROMOTION PLAN:

Person
Responsible

Due 
Date

Media Type(s) 
(e.g., newspaper, social, radio, etc.) Message Language

BEFORE 
PROJECT

DURING
PROJECT

AFTER 
PROJECT
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CHAPTER NAME:

EVENT TITLE:

EVENT DATE:

PROMOTION PLAN:

Person
Responsible

Due 
Date
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BEFORE 
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CHAPTER NAME:

EVENT TITLE:
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Communication is an important piece of your service project to gain support, 
share impacts and inspire others to take action. Use these resources as a 

starting point for telling your story. Remember, a picture is worth a thousand 
words, so be sure to include photos or a video when possible. 

		 ASSETS. FFA branded materials are available for download from FFA.org and the  
FFA National Days of Service page.

		 T-SHIRT DESIGN. Stand out while serving! Utilize this T-shirt template to make your NDoS gear.

		 YARD SIGN DESIGN. Let the community know you are serving by placing this sign at your service site.

		 SOCIAL MEDIA IMPACT GRAPHIC. Use this template to share your impacts through social media.

		 NEWS RELEASE. Your chapter’s primary tool in working with print, radio and television media  
is a news release containing the facts journalists need to feature stories about your project.  
These releases are key resources for the staff of your local newspaper, radio and television stations. 
When emailing a news release, it is important to follow up with a phone call.  Speaking with the 
reporter increases the chance your service event receives media coverage. 
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Promote your event.
FFA brand asssets and National FFA Week information are also available for review and download at FFA.org. 

OFFICIAL HASHTAGS

T-SHIRT DESIGN.  
Stand out while serving! 
Utilize this T-shirt template 
to make your NDoS gear. 
Please use navy fabric for 
all purposes of this design.

YARD SIGN DESIGN.  
Let the community know 
you are serving by placing 
this sign at your service site. 
This design is for a standard, 
double-sided 24" x 18" sign.

#LivingToServe 

#FFAWeek  
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#FFAWEEK@NationalFFA

February 20-27, 2021

NEWS RELEASE

###
ABOUT NATIONAL FFA ORGANIZATION
The National FFA Organization is a school-based national youth leadership development organization of more than 760,000 student members as part of 
8,700 local FFA chapters in all 50 states, Puerto Rico and the U.S. Virgin Islands. The FFA mission is to make a positive difference in the lives of students 
by developing their potential for premier leadership, personal growth and career success through agricultural education. For more, visit the National FFA 
Organization online at FFA.org and on Facebook and Twitter. 

ABOUT NATIONAL FFA FOUNDATION
The National FFA Foundation builds partnerships with industry, education, government, other foundations and individuals to secure financial resources 
that recognize FFA member achievements, develop student leaders and support the future of agricultural education. A separately registered nonprofit or-
ganization, the foundation is governed by a board of trustees that includes the national FFA president, educators, business leaders and individual donors. 
For more, visit FFA.org/Give.

http://www.ffa.org/give
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	Press Release Title/Header: [Insert FFA Chapter Name] hosting National Days of Service Event  
	Press Release Body: INDIANAPOLIS ([Insert Day, Month, Date, 2021/National FFA Organization]) – This month, FFA members across the country will share the story of agriculture while celebrating FFA – it’s all part of National FFA Week. National FFA Week always runs Saturday to Saturday and encompasses Feb. 22, George Washington's birthday. This year, the week kicks off on Feb. 20, and culminates on Saturday, Feb. 27. In honor of FFA Week, FFA is encouraging chapters across the country to register a service event to be hosted in the month of February to be part of the inaugural FFA Week National Days of Service!  The National FFA Board of Directors designated the weeklong tradition, which began in 1948, in recognition of Washington's legacy as an agriculturist and farmer. A group of young farmers founded FFA in 1928, and the organization has been influencing generations that agriculture is more than planting and harvesting — it involves science, business and more.  Today, FFA provides the next generation of leaders who are changing the world. As the top school-based youth leadership development organization in the nation, FFA continues to help young people meet new agricultural challenges by helping members develop their unique talents and explore their interests in a broad range of career pathways. FFA members are our future leaders, our future food-suppliers, our future innovators and so much more!Whether it is through service projects or community gatherings, National FFA Week is a time for FFA members to raise awareness about the role the National FFA Organization plays in the development of agriculture's future leaders and the importance of agricultural education. The [Chapter Name] FFA chapter in [City], [State] plans to help address [insert community need] by [Insert mission statement from the FFA National Day of Service Action Plan. Be sure to mention the overall goal, what you will be doing, where the project will be done, when it will take place and how the community can help (if applicable). Also include contact information for your chapter.].The 2021 National Days of Service are sponsored by CoBank, Tractor Supply Company, and Cargill.The National FFA Organization is a school-based national youth leadership development organization of more than 760,000 student members as part of 8,700 local FFA chapters in all 50 states, Puerto Rico and the U.S. Virgin Islands.CONTACT [Insert advisor first and last name]FFA Advisor[Insert FFA chapter name][Insert advisor email address]


